The government inspector was written by the Russian author Nikolai Gogol in 1836. The story is a satirical play that explores the corrupt and inefficient nature of the Russian government and bureaucracy, as well as the impact of this corruption on the lives of ordinary people. The play was first performed in 1836 and has since become a classic of Russian literature. The main character, Hlastakov, is a young government official who is mistaken for a much more powerful and important figure, and he uses this advantage to his advantage, telling elaborate and fantastical stories about his role and responsibilities. The play is a critique of the government's lack of accountability and the corruption that is widespread throughout the system. It is also a commentary on the nature of power and influence, and how these factors can distort reality and manipulate people for personal gain. The play's themes are still relevant today, as corruption and inefficiency continue to be major problems in many governments around the world.
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Maguire, Robert A., *Exploring Gogol*, Stanford University Press, 1994. This book includes the criticism and interpretation ... and Russia's most important writer since the early 19th century, is a masterpiece. It provides a broad representation of


Gogol' would have encouraged him not only to practice extreme abstinence, but also to give up his literary mentor, the ... and distinctly unartistic passages from correspondence with friends (1847) and will eventually burn the troublesome

Each other not only for the Hedonistic hero of the Inspector General, but also for his creator. Gogol's, in turn, has ... Gogol himself uses gastronomy as a metaphor for literature, when he writes to a friend for a critique of *Dead Souls,*

that is, tax farmers who have become rich (fat) by controlling state monopolies on liquor. Threatening to settle the ... himself. At the end of Act 4, the new Khlestakov employee leaves (allegedly visiting his uncle), promising to return later ... appetite. Instead, he can now satisfy his own appetite for power and dominance over his subordinates, an appetite that

useful. What it is is there? A little rope? Give me that over-rope could come in handy on the way too. The most obvious ... clumsy and nervous offering him various amounts of money. Curiously enough, the verb used to describe these attempts at

the aesthetic satisfactions that come from the consumption of literature. Food and eating have often been used in Western ... gastronomy to aesthetics using food metaphors to describe literature. It is therefore not surprising to learn in his play

either a meal or a woman. In psychoanalytic albanalytics, such a reflects an opposition between genital and oral modes of ... in this fictional world are usually rewarded only with pain and death. Like Gogol', these characters are forced

3, he does not up the nose and avoid such simple fare, as his master did earlier at the hotel; instead, he accepts it ... non-apetating elements are all that is available at the mayor's house. Throughout the game, therefore, hunger remains

to criticize this meal as unsuitable for a person in his post, but still eats it. When the waiter, in response to the ... delicious salmon at the hotel restaurant earlier that day. The waiter explains that decent food – such as salmon, fish

The causal link between food and the mistaken identity of Khlestakov by the townspeople continues in Act 2, Scene 8, ... not paying the bill for the restaurant he paid, blames the innkeeper for serving him such terrible food and for trying to

century there lived a writer from Ukraine whose obsession with food – both in his personal life and in his verbal art – ... in all Russian literature, a man whose concern with the taste of the food he ate and the amount of food he consumed was

his early period of traditionalism, Meyerhold defined the grotesque as something familiar alien, demonic in its deepest ... commonly in mutual tension. Adrian Piotrovsky referred to this phenomenon as an objectified metaphor, in which metaphor ... an additional source of dramatic energy. The above mentioned, the specific logic of the theatrical action of the based on

him throughout his career. In April 1917, at a debate entitled Revolution, Art, War, winning prominent ground floor ... public ground floor? In his book, Braun misinterprets these statements as evidence of Meyerhold's political radicalism.

and too rational... ... The gloomy sarcophagus that Meyerhold built on the stage of the imperial theatres caused . . . ... caused in it unnecessary anxiety. Always intolerant of an artistic opinion different from his own, he became increasingly

Finally, the futurists, the Cubists and the supremacists made their appearance with *Victoria over the Sun* in 1915. As for ... Borodinskaya (1914-1917) in particular. Modeling his own theatrical methodology led to the liberation of the actor's art